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settlement un peu de vaniteY' He was quite simple, and answered
simply, but he was evidently a bit of a character.
Saturday, Jamiary z&th.
Yesterday we went to Monte Carlo. Tables more tedious than
ever. We came home by the Corniche. It began to rain.
Brakes got hot and we had to stop. At Nice it was raining well.
Twice or three times the driver lost his way.
Read in a gulp " He who passed V sent to me by J. B. Pinker.
Second or third-rate; and a very poor end; but nevertheless
containing a goodish picture of theatrical life hi U.S.A.
On Saturday we drove to Napoule. And the colour was more
wonderful than I ever remember seeing it anywhere, even at
Fenayrols-les-Bains. The fields were all pools, and all the pools
were full of sky and cloud. The view of Grasse was enchanting.
Wednesday, January yist.
Yesterday I finished the sixth Harper's article, last of the original
contract; but I shall avail myself of the optional arrangement
made with T. B. Wells, and do two more after I have written
the sequel to " The Card ".
Tuesday, February 6th.
On day of last writing I began an attack of gastro-enterite.
Very decidedly ill on Wednesday afternoon. Full development
of attack on Thursday. Doctor on Thursday and Friday. I got
up for a few minutes yesterday morning and more in the afternoon.
Not yet achieved complete disappearance of symptoms. While
ill, I read Dostoievsky's " Le Sous-Sol", which is great. Lar-
baud, * who calls to see me nearly every day, prefers it to anything
else of Dostoievsky's. Also Dostoievsky's -unfinished " Le
Crocodile". Good.
Last night I listened to fir.st act of Selwyn's new play, and the
criticism on it was united—Good beginning, and imperfect end.
I ought to have begun my humorous novel on Thursday last, and
I have not yet begun it. But on Sunday night I decided on the
title " The Regent ". I read a lot of " The Oxford Book of
English Verse ", just bought, with great satisfaction.
1 It had just appeared anonymously.
8 Val&y Larbaud, author of " Enfantines ", etc.
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